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LATAM Market Update  

 Chile: We forecast CPI of 0.2% m/m for July—risks to the downside  

 Mexico: Commercial activity prints mixed signals, with retail sales 

increasing 2.8% y/y and wholesale sales contracting 3.9% y/y 

 Peru: Government will “study” observations received by regional 

authorities on the Tía María copper project following protests 

 

CHILE: WE FORECAST CPI OF 0.2% M/M FOR JULY—RISKS TO THE 

DOWNSIDE  

Transport services and new cars would be offset by “eventual” drop in tourist 

package. 

We estimate a monthly CPI inflation of 0.2% m/m for July (2.1% y/y), in line with 

forwards and traders’ surveys. Increases will come from transport services (inter-

urban and air transport), new cars and electricity bills, while decreases will be 

explained by a reversal in tourism (incidence around -0.07pp), fuels and co-

ownership expenses. We expect the drop in tourism to offset the particularly 

high increase observed in May in this item (+23% m/m) which was not reversed in 

June (+2.0%). A lower than expected decrease for this product may result in CPI 

inflation of 0.1% m/m for the month. At the core level, we also expect an inflation 

of 0.2% m/m, with goods decreasing 0.2% m/m and services expanding 

0.4% m/m. 

Transport services will increase following the historically high demand being 

observed in July due to winter break, along with an acceleration in wages that 

should have an impact in other services. For goods, listed prices signal an 

increase in new cars and electricity bills. On the other hand, the reversal in 

tourism together with decreases in fuels, co-ownership expenses and some food 

products (lemons, tomatoes and oranges) would put downward pressure on the 

CPI basket. 

By divisions, the main positive incidence would come from transport (+0.11pp) 

and food (+0.07pp), while clothing (-0.02pp) and recreation and culture             (-

0.07pp) would be the main negative ones. 

Preliminarily, we project a CPI of 0.3% m/m for August, influenced by an increase 

in fuels (signaled by the MEPCO mechanism), which should last until September 

(with an incidence of around +0.1 percentage points per month). Overall, even 

with the drop in tourist package in July or August, we anticipate an accumulated 

inflation of no less than 0.4% during both months, slightly above market 

expectations (0.32%). We maintain our forecast of annual inflation of 2.8% for 

2019.  
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MEXICO: COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY PRINTS MIXED SIGNALS, WITH RETAIL SALES INCREASING 2.8% Y/Y AND 

WHOLESALE SALES CONTRACTING 3.9% Y/Y 

In May, commercial activity continued to show mixed results. On the one hand, retail sales accelerated from 1.6% y/y to 2.8% y/y, 

beating market expectations (1.6%) and last year’s result (1.6% y/y). In contrast, wholesale sales printed their worst decline in 

almost three years, as its sales slum deepened from -3.5% y/y to -3.9% y/y. 

Even though the recovery in retail sales may have been stimulated by promotional strategies from holiday-related sales such as 

Mother's Day and the Hot Sale (a major online campaign), the outlook for the coming months seems uncertain due to a weaker 

growth in job creation and consumption stemming from lingering uncertainty and undermined confidence. 

PERU: GOVERNMENT WILL “STUDY” OBSERVATIONS RECEIVED BY REGIONAL AUTHORITIES ON THE TÍA MARÍA 

COPPER PROJECT FOLLOWING PROTESTS 

President Vizcarra and six of his cabinet members met with authorities not only of Arequipa, where the project is located, but with 

governors of other neighbouring regions as well, to discuss Southern Peru Copper’s Tía María Project. The outcome seems to add 

uncertainty to the project. President Vizcarra accepted a document with observations on the construction license that the 

government had awarded Tía María two weeks ago. According to the press, Vizcarra would have agreed to “study the process for 

the revision of the construction license” delivered to him by the governor of Arequipa. A decision is to be made in a week’s time. 

Although Vizcarra stated that the evaluation would be based on the projects technical fundamentals, this is not easy to understand, 

given that the recently awarded construction license would already have be based precisely on these fundamentals and in 

compliance with legal and technical requirements. It’s not clear how much of a commitment Vizcarra made during the meeting, but 

our fear is that the government may have painted itself into a bit of a corner. Either the government upholds the construction 

license, which could be taken as a rebuff by the authorities he met with and, thus, risks expanding the scope of the protests 

against the project, or it backtracks on the construction license, which risks having a broader impact on mining activities (both 

ongoing operations and new projects), and, indeed, on the environment for private investment in general. Note that one of the 

issues that the Central Bank has suggested would factor into a decision as to whether to lower its reference rate, how much and 

how soon, is precisely government action (or lack thereof) in ensuring progress in investment projects such as Tía María. If the 

government rescinds or conditions the already awarded construction license, we would expect the Central Bank to lower its 

reference rate sooner than otherwise. 
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